Introduction
Introduction
Sleep related breathing disorders (SRBD) are associated with both obesity and systemic inflammation. While the relationship between obesity and SRBD is established, the causality between inflammation and SRBD remains unclear. In this study we investigated the relation between SRBD and C-reactive protein (CRP) as a parameter of inflammation and the influence of SRBD treatment on CRP with additional regard to changes in metabolic and cardiovascular parameters.
Methods
Polysomnography (PSG) and laboratory data of patients diagnosed with SRBD over a period of 5 years were prospectively collected in a database and retrospectively analysed regarding the association of SRBD (according to apnoea-hypopnoea-index (AHI), duration of events and extent of desaturation) to CRP, blood pressure, cholesterol, fasting plasma glucose, HbA1c, quality of life measured via a visual analogue scale (VAS 0-100%), and the effects of SRBD therapy on these parameters.
Results
716 patients were included in the study, 171 with mild SRBD (AHI 5 to <15/h), 209 with moderate SRBD (AHI 15 to <30/h), 336 with severe SRBD (AHI 30/h). Results according to severity of SRBD. Severe SRBD was significantly associated with elevated levels of CRP (3.7 [1.8-7 .0] mg/l, vs. moderate (p = 0.001), and mild SRBD (p<0.001), and higher prevalence of hypertension as compared to moderate and mild SRBD (p<0.001, respectively).
Introduction
Sleep related breathing disorders (SRBD) comprise various types. The most important and predominant ones are obstructive sleep apnoea (OSAS) and central sleep apnoea (CSAS), although with distinct differences in pathophysiology. In OSAS, repeated episodes of upper airway closure (leading to cessation of respiratory flow = apnoea, or diminished flow with hypoxia and/ or arousal = hypopnoea []) during sleep lead to intermittent hypoxia, sympathetic activation, cytokine release and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [1] . The estimated prevalence is approximately 20 to 30 percent in males and 10 to 15 percent in females when OSAS is defined as an AHI >5 events per hour as measured by a polysomnography [2] .
In CSAS, episodes of apnoea result from temporary suspension of ventilatory effort. This is due to disturbances in ventilatory response which is dependent on metabolic control system (chemoreceptors, pCO 2 ). This type includes idiopathic central sleep apnoea as well as secondary CSAS such as Cheyne-Stokes respiration, hypnotics-and high-altitude induced CSAS [3] . Effects on morbidity and mortality may be similar to OSAS, but fewer data exist according to apparently lower prevalence.
Sleep-related breathing disorders (SRBD) are associated with increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [4, 5, 6] . Cardiovascular disease is associated with systemic inflammation [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , and this may be the link between SRBD and cardiovascular disease [13, 14, 15] . Accordingly, elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) plasma levels were found in SRBD [16, 17, 18, 19] , and nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) not only improved SRBD but also CRP levels [20, 21, 22] . However, obesity which is strongly associated with SRBD, may also be associated with inflammation [23, 24, 25] posing the question if obesity is the true link between SRBD and inflammation. The aim of this study was to analyse CRP in association with SRBD in different levels of severity as well as changes of CRP, BMI, BP, and QoL with SRBD therapy.
Methods
We reviewed the data of all patients referred to the sleep laboratory of the Department of Internal Medicine/Division of Pulmonology at the Medical University of Graz, Austria, between 2007 and 2012. Data had been prospectively entered into a database. All patients diagnosed with SRBD and at least one polysomnographic control after established positive airway pressure or positional therapy (at least three months after initiation) were included. The study was approved by the local ethics committee at the Medical University of Graz. Patients´written consent was obtained.
PSG examination was conducted using a standard montage according to AASM [26] . Polysomnograms were scored by a polysomnographic technologist and examined by a sleep specialist. Polysomnography was performed using a digital device (Schwarzer™, Domino™). Respiratory events and sleep staging were scored according to the rules of the AASM [26] .
Treatment consisted of CPAP, AutoCPAP, or bilevel positive airway pressure (BPAP), depending on patient characteristics or patient needs. In case of central sleep apnoea or complex sleep apnoea, adaptive servoventilation (ASV) was applied if necessary. All currently available types of CPAP/AutoCPAP/BPAP/ASV devices by Philipps Respironics 1 Inc., ResMed
1
Inc., and Weinmann 1 were used. Only 18 patients used positional therapy as long-term treatment. Titration was performed by a nurse specialist in sleep medicine according to instructions by the sleep specialist physician. The evaluated parameters were apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI), longest duration of a respiratory event (longest event), minimum capillary oxygen saturation level during sleep (minSpO 2 ), oxygen desaturation index (ODI), percent of total sleep time below 90% SpO 2 (%TST<90). Additional measurements included weight, height, body mass index (BMI), and clinical chemistry from blood samples taken in the morning after the overnight polysomnography. The evaluated parameters were C-reactive protein (CRP), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL), low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL), total cholesterol (Chol), triglycerides (TG), fasting plasma glucose (FPG), and glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c). The following co-morbidities were evaluated: coronary artery disease (CAD), atrial fibrillation (AF), apoplexy (APO), arterial blood pressure (BP), renal insufficiency (GFR according to MDRD). All patients were asked to estimate their overall quality of life (Qol) on a visual analogue scale (VAS, 0% = worst possible, 100% = best possible) before and after treatment.
All data were stored and processed in a central database that automatically extracted data from the sleep laboratory system and was fed manually for the resting parameters. The patients were divided into SRBD patients (AASM category II, Sleep-Related Breathing Disorders) and others (AASM category I, III-VIII). Overall and in each subgroup changes in parameters from baseline to the final examination were evaluated by Wilcoxon-signed-rank test. For continuous variables differences between groups were analysed using Kruskal-Wallis Test. To analyse differences in categorical variables Chi square Test and, when appropriate, Fisher's exact Test were used. To analyse associations between continuous variables Spearman's rank correlation (ρ) was calculated. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous data are presented as median and interquartile range. Categorical data are presented as absolute and relative frequencies.
Results
From 2007 to 2012, 716 patients who underwent diagnostic PSG revealing SRBD started SRBD therapy and had at least one PSG control within this period (m/f: 512/204, 71.5%/28.5%). An initial AHI of 5 to <15/h (mild SRBD), of 15 to <30/h (moderate SRBD), and of 30/h (severe SRBD) was found in 171 (m/f: 117/54, 68%/32%), 209 (m/f: 139/70, 67%/33%), and 336 (m/f: 256/80, 76%/24%) patients. Characteristics at the diagnostic and final PSG as well as changes are shown in Tables 1-3, results according to success in Tables 4 and 5, comparison  between the severity groups in Table 6 . , p<0.001). TG, FPG, HbA1c increase was also associated with SRBD severity, whereas Chol and LDL values did not show a significant association to severity.
CRP, BMI and metabolic parameters according to SRBD severity

Cardiovascular events and co-morbidities according to SRBD severity
Systemic arterial hypertension (treated or untreated) was significantly more often present in severe SRBD (72%, 80%, and 86% in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD, p<0.001). The number of cardiovascular events and the extent of co-morbidities were slightly higher in severe SRBD, but these differences between groups were not statistically significant. Atrial fibrillation was present in 9%, 9%, and 11% in mild, moderate and severe SRBD (p = 0.625). Coronary artery disease was present in 13%, 14%, and 18% in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD (p = 0.220). A history of myocardial infarction was present in 5%, 8%, and 10% in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD (p = 0.124). Apoplexy was present in 5%, 7%, and 7% in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD (p = 0.507). GFR according to MDRD showed a normal renal function in 25%, 24%, and 22% in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD (p = 0.696).
Results within groups of SRBD severity SRBD therapy improved polysomnographic values in all groups. Non-satisfactory results in a few patients were due to final PSG without PAP due to lack of tolerance or due to on-going adaptation of treatment. Metabolic and inflammatory parameters showed variable changes (see Tables 1, 2 and 3): CRP decreased significantly with therapy only in severe SRBD (p<0.001) who had also the highest baseline levels, while the changes in mild and moderate SRBD were not significant.
Systemic arterial blood pressure (BP) decreased in all groups (mild SRBD: systolic and diastolic p = 0.010 and diastolic p<0.001, moderate SRBD: p = 0.011 and p = 0.001, severe SRBD: p<0.001 and p<0.001). The same was true for quality of life (VAS 1-100) which improved in mild, moderate, and severe SRBD (72.5 to 80, p<0.001, 70 to 80, p = 0.001, 75 to 80, p = 0.004).
Patients with mild and moderate SRBD revealed a significant BMI increase during SRBD therapy (mild SRBD p = 0.032, moderate SRBD p<0.001), while in the severe SRBD group BMI was stable (p = 0.391). Accordingly, HbA1c increased in both mild (p = 0.026) and moderate SRBD (p = 0.006), no significant changes occurred in severe SRBD (p = 0.238). Fasting plasma glucose increased significantly in mild SRBD (p = 0.013), but not in moderate SRBD (p = 0.197) or in severe SRBD (p = 0.624). In contrast, total cholesterol decreased in mild SRBD (p = 0.044), while changes in moderate and severe SRBD were not significant. Triglycerides did not change during treatment in any group, neither did LDL (see Tables 1, 2 and 3) .
Effects of normalization of AHI after SRBD therapy
When patients with satisfactory results (AHI <5/h) after sleep apnoea therapy were compared to patient with non-satisfactory results (AHI 5/h) after SRBD therapy, there were distinct differences with respect to changes in weight and laboratory values ( Table 4, Table A and Table B in S1 File):
516 patients were assigned to the successful treatment group (initially mild SRBD n = 139, moderate SRBD n = 154, severe SRBD n = 223), 200 were assigned to the non-success group (mild SRBD n = 32, moderate SRBD n = 55, severe SRBD n = 113), although their PSG parameters improved significantly. Distribution of male and female patients in both groups were comparable (p = 0.582, success: f: 74%, m: 71%). After therapy, CRP decreased and changes were independent of BMI (Fig 1a) . Decrease of CRP was significant in both treatment groups (p = 0.001, p = 0.047, Fig 2a) with greater changes in the success group (Table B in 
Effects of 50% improvement of AHI
If treatment success was defined as improvement by at least 50% of initial AHI (success50%), 644 patients were in the success group, and 69 in the non-success group with no statistically significant difference regarding gender distribution (p = 0.346, success: f 89%, m 91%). The success group turned out to be younger, with initially more severe SRBD according to AHI, ODI, longest event, O2 saturation and had higher values of BP (see Table 5 , and Table C and  Table D in S1 File). As expected, the success group improved more distinctly in AHI, ODI, longest event, minimal O2 saturation, and TST<90%. CRP decreased significantly (p< 0.001) and independently of changes in BMI (see Figs 1b and 3a, Table 5 ), but CRP in the final PSG in the success50% group did not differ from CRP in the non-success group (see Table D in S1 File). Again, there were no significant changes in BMI or metabolic parameters. BMI (Fig 3b) and FPG even increased. BP improved significantly (p<0.001 systolic and diastolic) and reached similar values as compared to the non-success group although the baseline values were higher in the success group (Table D in S1 File, Fig 3c) .
The differences in the period of time between initial and final PSG had no influence on AHI (AHI success50%: 12. 
Results within SRBD subtypes
Defining OSAS with obstructive respiratory events comprising 50% of the total AHI, and CSAS with central respiratory events being 50% of the total AHI, we analysed the results within these two subtypes. Of the 716 initially identified patients, 606 fulfilled the criteria for OSAS, 108 those for CSAS, in two patients the predominating respiration pattern was not distinct, so these were not included in this analysis. Patients in the OSAS group yielded similar results to the overall analysis with highest CRP and BMI in the severe SRBD group and significant results with success (Tables 7 and 8 ).
In CSAS, the initial distribution of mild, moderate, and severe SRBD was significantly different to the one in OSAS (p = 0.01) with more severe SRBD in CSAS compared to OSAS (59% vs. 45%). CRP values were without significant differences within the severity groups, and results concerning CPR and BMI with SRBD treatment lacked statistical significance, however, quality of life as well as blood pressure values yielded similar improvement as in the overall analysis (Tables 9 and 10) .
Results with regard to type of treatment
Analysis with regard to treatment with CPAP/APAP yielded similar results to the overall analysis with respect to improvement of CRP, quality of life, blood pressure values, and increasing BMI. Significance of CRP baseline levels comparing the various severity groups was comparable to the overall results as well. Differences in prevalence of blood pressure were less distinct. In the BPAP and ASV groups, the results did not follow the trend as found in CPAP/APAP and overall (Tables 11-16 ). However, in BPAP, diastolic blood pressure improved in the 50%success group as did quality of life, the latter just missing statistical significance. In ASV, quality of life and blood pressure improved significantly, but not CRP. Quality of life improved more distinctly in the group reaching AHI<5/h than in the 50%success group.
Results according to gender
Of all 716 patients, 512 were male (71.5%) and 204 female (28.5%). Most male patients had severe SRBD (50%), whereas only 22.9% had mild and 27.1% moderate SRBD, respectively. Most female patients also had severe SRBD (46.9%), 26.5% had mild, and 29.2% moderate SRBD. The distribution differed significantly between male and female (p = 0.030).
Similar to the initial distribution with more male than female patients at baseline, the gender distribution according to treatment effect showed a higher percentage of male patients in all groups. However, treatment effects did not show statistically significant differences within the sexes (Table 17 ) with p = 0.597 in the group with final AHI<5/h and p = 0.342 in the 50%suc-cess group, respectively. Initial and final CRP was higher in female patients. However, change was similar in female and male patients (Table 18) .
Results with respect to medication and its changes
We analysed some major medication groups with possible influence on respiration, metabolic and cardiovascular parameters. Antihypertensive drugs and antidepressants comprised the highest percentage of medication used (Table 19 ). Significant changes occurred within groups Table 16 . Changes of CRP, QoL, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and BMI in the ASV group for successfully treated patients.
Success AHI<5/h Success50% of antihypertensive medication as well as in opioids, although the latter did not comprise a large group neither in the initial nor in the final examination (Table 20) . Patients with continuous medication, those without, and those with changes (either medication added or removed) in the analysed medication groups had different results in CRP, systolic and diastolic blood pressure (Table 21) . Interestingly, in a post hoc analysis of significant medication, angiotensinreceptor-blockers only influenced CRP, but not blood pressure parameters. However, this effect was apparent only in comparison of newly added ARB to no usage at all. Continuous medication with this substance did not lead to differences in comparison to no usage nor in comparison to newly added ARB (Table 22) . ARB usage did not influence success rates, whereas betablockers, antidepressants, and central antihypertensives did (Table 23) . Comparing the successful treatment group (AHI<5/h) with the non-successful group (AHI5/h), a higher percentage of patients with AHI<5/h never had betablockers (55.9% vs 48.7%) or had additional betablockers at the final PSG (6.6% vs 5.5%). Interestingly, in the success groups, a higher percentage of patients never had antidepressants (AHI<5/h: 77.9%) nor central antihypertensives (success50%: 93.2%). 
Discussion
Our data are in accordance to previous studies (16, 17, 27, 28) , describing an association of SRBD with inflammation. Patients with severe SRBD had the highest BMI, highest CRP and HbA1c, highest BP, and a trend towards higher prevalence of atrial fibrillation, coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, apoplexy and renal insufficiency, according to the hypothesis that SRBD causes or interacts with cardiovascular and metabolic sequelae. Lack of statistical significance concerning the differences in co-morbidities (AF, CAD, Apo, renal insufficiency) regarding different levels of SRBD severity may be due to the fact that most patients were referred by respiratory specialists, whereas only a few were referred by cardiologists, nephrologists, and neurologists, which may skew the prevalence of associated co-morbidities. During SRBD specific therapy, patients did not improve their BMI. Nevertheless, patients with AHI 30/h at baseline showed a significant reduction in CRP without changes in their metabolic parameters (BMI, HbA1c, FPG, TG, LDL, Chol). This suggests that sleep apnoea specifically caused increased CRP values which were corrected by specific therapy. This is in accordance to the previous findings by Arnardottir et al. [27] who concluded that CRP levels were independently associated with SRBD severity with a greater impact of obstructive sleep apnoea on inflammatory biomarkers in obese patients. Our results suggest that severity of SRBD has a greater influence on inflammatory biomarkers than weight, however, the average of all groups in our study was obese (29.2kg/m², 30.2kg/m², 34.6kg/m²). Improvement of SRBD had an impact on CRP only in patients with an initial AHI 30/h, even in the absence of weight loss or improvement of BMI. The findings of Punjabi &Beamer [28] support the improvement of CRP independently of BMI.
In previous studies that failed to find an obesity-independent association between SRBD and CRP [29, 30, 31] , patients with severe co-morbidities were excluded. Thus, only early stages of influence of SRBD on cardiovascular diseases via inflammation may have been covered. The inflammatory impact of SRBD may be manifest and detectable only in more advanced disease, though. The same may be true for a study where unstable cardiovascular disease was an exclusion criteria and the basis of data collection was a mailed survey [32] . Both facts may have led to the exclusion of patients with more advanced diseases. This is reflected by the overall percentage of cardiovascular disease of only 5.3% in that study.
In our study, the analysis of SRBD treatment with regard to success (AHI <5/h) yielded a significant decrease of CRP along with treatment success. Results for HbA1c and FPG were controversial. However, CRP improvement occurred despite increase in BMI. This strongly supports the causal role of SRBD for systemic inflammation and the improvement of inflammatory biomarkers with SRBD therapy, independent of BMI. The influence on cardiovascular disorders is reflected by the overall and significant decrease of BP levels. These findings are in accordance to previous findings [20, 21, 33, 34, 35] . Others were not able to support these findings [36] , but they used CPAP for only four weeks, which may be too short to yield beneficial effects. In our analysis, the period of time between initial and final PSG was considerably longer, but not the same for all patients. Although success rate regarding success with AHI<5/h differed with time, it did not differ with regard to 50%success. Therefore, we conclude that the difference in AHI over the given time period was still close to AHI<5/h. Nevertheless, time period had no influence on CRP, improvement of AHI yielded improvement of CRP regardless of time, given a median time period close to 12 months.
Previous studies on CRP in SRBD as comparison are outlined in Table E and Table F in S1 File [16-19, 21, 22, 27-33, 35, 37-41] .
Inflammatory markers improved if success was defined as improvement of AHI of at least 50%, but without a significant difference to non-success. Apparently reduction of AHI, even markedly, without reaching the limits of normal is not sufficient to influence markers of inflammation. This suggests that only normalisation of AHI may prevent inflammatory activation.
We analysed subtypes of SRBD as well as different treatment groups. The results for OSAS as well as for CPAP/APAP are in accordance to the overall findings. However, CSAS and other treatment forms (BPAP and ASV) did not show statistical significance in all the examined parameters.
But these results must be interpreted with caution, as the groups of CSAS as well as these of BPAP or ASV were considerably smaller than those of OSAS or CPAP/APAP, respectively.
Percentage of male patients was higher in the overall study population according to known prevalence in general population [2] . As a consequence, the portion of male patients remained higher in all groups. However, treatment effect did not differ between male and female patients.
The analysis of medication usage and changes yielded controversial results which should be interpreted with caution as the analysis was done post hoc and data regarding medication were not available for all patients at both time points. Not surprisingly, addition of betablockers influenced systolic blood pressure. However, changes in other antihypertensive drugs did not. Addition of antidepressants had a similar effect on diastolic blood pressure. Interestingly, a higher percentage of successfully treated SRBD patients never had antidepressants or central antihypertensives. But as the non-success groups did not have a higher percentage of these medications, a direct link to success or non-success of SRBD treatment cannot be assumed.
Addition of ARB had an impact on CRP. However, continuous treatment with ARB or their removal did not. So again, an association is difficult to establish. A multiplied effect of newly added ARB and SRBD treatment could be possible.
The only constant result in all analyses seems to be a direct link between SRBD and CRP. This offers a possibility to influence consequences of inflammation such as cardiovascular disease with SRBD treatment. Thus, despite the relationship of obesity and SRBD [42] , SRBD must be addressed on its own irrespective of weight and weight changes. This must be done thoroughly, as only a tight control of SRBD with reaching normal limits of AHI seems to be able to reduce the inflammatory burden due to SRBD.
The more distinct findings of association of SRBD and CRP in patients with cardiovascular co-morbidities warrant a higher awareness of SRBD and the necessity of normalization of AHI in these conditions, regarding SRBD not as a side-effect, but as the backbone of morbidity and mortality. On the other hand, our findings point out the aggravating effect of SRBD in its natural course and therefore emphasize the need for early treatment to prevent cardiovascular sequelae (Fig 4) .
Limitations
This study was conducted as a retrospective analysis of data and is therefore prone to confounding. However, the data had been prospectively collected in a comprehensive database and were based on polysomnography rather than polygraphy. We included all patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria and all patients went through the follow-up, only few data were missing. Therefore, the bias may be rather small. We did not investigate a control group with a sham SRBD therapy and compared just patients based on their baseline SRBD severity and their response to SRBD therapy. This precludes the proof of a causal relationship between SRBD and systemic inflammation. However, we show some evidence that makes such a causal relationship appear very likely.
We do not consider the lack of stratification or exclusion of co-morbidities as a limitation but rather as strength of our study. Only this approach allowed for our findings in more severely affected patients and reflects everyday life and conditions.
We did not use hs-CRP analysis although the median CRP level was within normal limits. Employing hs-CRP might have led to more distinct values. Nevertheless, we found a statistically significant association which speaks in favour of a robust effect of SRBD on inflammation.
As non-success groups were distinctly smaller than success groups, comparability might have been impaired and significant differences between these groups may have been missed.
The same is true for the CSAS subgroups as well as BPAP and ASV subgroups.
Conclusion
CRP is associated with SRBD independently of obesity. SRBD specific therapy (PAP in any form, positional therapy) can reduce inflammatory processes if normalisation of AHI and associated parameters is achieved. The association of CRP and SRBD is more distinct in severe SRBD and in patients with SRBD-related co-morbidities. As SRBD seems to act independently Sleep Related Breathing Disorders and Inflammation on morbidity and mortality, a higher awareness and effective treatment of SRBD is essential to prevent and stabilize or ameliorate cardiovascular morbidity.
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